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ABSTRACT

On July 29, 1955, President Eishenhower announced that the United States would launch
an “Earth Circling” satellite as a part of the U.S. participation in the International
Geophysical Year (IGY). Project Vanguard was this country’s first efforts in space. It was
the Soviet Union, however, that inaugurated the space age by launching Sputniks 1 and 2.
Then, after the failure of the first Vanguard launch test, the President authorized the use of
a military missile. The Army’s successful launch of Explorer I was followed by the
successful launch of the Vanguard I satellite. Thus, with two Soviet and two American
satellites in six months, the space age was born.

The Minitrack Network, the first worldwide satellite tracking capability (1957-1962),
evolved into the Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition Network (1960-1966). The
Mercury Network, which became operational in 1961, was the foundation for the Manned
Space Flight Network which was also to support the following Gemini and Apollo
missions. The NASA Communications Network (NASCOM) began to take shape in the
early 1960s. All of these functions began playing together (1965) and were consolidated in
the early 1970s as the Space Tracking and Data Network (STDN). The STDN has
supported both the manned and scientific missions during the 1970s. The concept of
spacecraft tracking support from a satellite system in synchronous orbit began in 1966.
Feasibility studies for this Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) were
completed in 1971, the definition phase was completed in 1973, and the contractor-owned
government leased TDRSS system is expected to be operational in 1983.

This paper will discuss the historical and technical aspects of these satellite tracking
systems that have supported our space program from its beginning in 1955, and will take a
brief look at the future.



INTRODUCTION

The Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) is a global complex of tracking
facilities used to communicate with both manned and unmanned spacecraft. STDN is
operated primarily in support of NASA’s earth-orbiting applications and scientific
satellites and manned spaceflight programs. STDN is also used to support other NASA
programs such as sounding rockets and deep space probes. The STDN provides support to
other U.S. agencies and organizations as well as to international space projects.

This paper will discuss some of the early scientific issues and decisions that influenced the
establishment of this country’s satellite tracking and data acquisition program. The
Minitrack Network (science exploration) came first, followed soon by the Mercury
Network (man-in-space) with the NASCOM Network furiously trying to keep ahead of
both tracking networks in meeting the ever-growing communications requirements that
sprang from an excited aerospace community. This paper will be discussing these three
networks separately at times, but will try to show their interdependence. The spectacle of
different aerospace telecommunication groups coming together in a common cause to pool
their talents in meeting an overriding challenge is inspiring. Before, and even more, after
Sputnit I, was launched, a number of military and governmental groups were vying for
prominent positions in the satellite tracking business. T. Keith Glennan, the first NASA
Administrator, pulled the many diverse American efforts together with his “get on with it”
leadership(l).

The evolution of satellite tracking and data acquisition resulted in the scientific and the
man-in-space tracking networks coming today in 1971 to form the unified STDN network
that exists together. This paper will mention some of the tracking activities of the past,
going on today, and expected in the future.

SCIENTIFIC TRACKING NETWORKS

It is difficult to know where to begin the story of satellite tracking and data acquisition.
The first allusion to the optical tracking of man-made satellites came in a story “The Brick
Moon” by Edward Everett Hale published in the Atlantic Monthly(2). Optical tracking of
the V-2s and early U.S. missiles at White Sands during the late 1940s confirmed the value
of optics in this new space activity.

This story of satellite tracking and data acquisition begins with the 1955 announcement by
President Eisenhower that this country would launch a small, unmanned Earth-orbiting
satellite as part of the U.S. participation in the International Geophysical Year (IGY). With
that announcement, this country began a research adventure that is growing in excitement
and sophistication even to this day. In 1955, there were three major satellite proposals in



existence. The Orbiter Proposal involving the Office of Naval Research, the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, and the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (von Braun’s group); a second
proposal based on a classified Atlas program; and a proposal by the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL). A committee was convened by the Department of Defense and chaired
by Homer J. Stewart to study these proposals and recommend the one to be implemented.

The NRL proposal, called Project Vanguard, was recommended primarily because the
proposed new launch vehicle was not a military one and because the scientific aspects of
the program were emphasized. Project Vanguard also emphasized the satellite acquisition
and tracking problem and offered a good solution to this problem. This solution was the
system called Minitrack for minimum weight tracking system (3) which offered more
reliability in satellite acquisition than did the optical satellite tracking system proposed by
Project Orbiter. Project Vanguard officially began at NRL in September, 1955.

A large factor in the acceptance of the Navy’s proposal is that the NRL Rocket
Development Branch under Milton Rosen had gained a great deal of experience with V-2s
and Vikings at White Sands. Rosen was also the Chairman of the American Rocket
Society committee that made satellite recommendations to the National Science
Foundation. M. Rosen, J. Mengel, and R. Easton had refined the White Sands tracking
interferometer system and developed the concept of Minitrack.

However, early in 1955, optical tracking was the way to go according to the experts. Many
significant camera observations of meteorites entering the earth’s atmosphere had shown
that a small object could be seen with terrestrial optical instruments. The NRL people
didn’t doubt the visibility aspect but were convinced that the chances of acquiring the
spacecraft optically were poor under variable weather and uncertain launch conditions.
This factor, satellite acquisition, made the NRL radio tracking approach very attractive.

Minitrack is a system of radio angle tracking operating on the interferometer principle,
whereby the path length from a signal source to the first receiving antenna of a pair is
compared with the path length from this same source to a second receiving antenna.
Minitrack became operational world-wide in October 1957 and is in operation to this day.
This Minitrack system is the progenitor of all scientific satellite tracking and the precursor
of the Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition Network (STADAN) which existed from
the early 1960s until the beginning of the 1970s. Minitrack originally consisted of eleven
stations forming a radio fence in the north-south direction, thus giving a maximum
intercept probability for a satellite orbit inclined at between 30E and 40E from the equator.
The first group of tracking stations are shown in Table I.

Stations in this network were added and deleted as the dynamic space program fluctuated.
The first internationally agreed-to satellite transmitting frequency was 108 MHz which was



changed to the 136-137 MHz band in 1960. This frequency band was assigned by the
International Telecommunications Union for the purpose of space research, a recognition
of the rapid growth of the aerospace technology. The basic function to be performed by the
Minitrack system was to collect tracking data for orbit determination purposes. A second
function and one which grew more important with time was to receive and record on
magnetic tape the telemetry data which was then shipped back to the Vanguard Data
Reduction Center. The network of Minitrack stations was tied to the Vanguard Computing
Center by means of teletype communication systems so that tracking data from any given
satellite passage would be in the computer within twenty minutes of the passage. Even
though the Secretary of the Navy had given the U.S. Satellite Program to NRL, the
competition to develop tracking systems didn’t stop. The Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory (SAO) optical network was being funded by the National Science Foundation
and its proponents believed that their system would play a major role in early satellite
tracking. The Orbiter Program had adopted the Army Ballistic Missile Agency/Jet
Propulsion Laboratory Microlock radio tracking system which ultimately launched and
tracked (as did Minitrack) the first U.S. satellite, Explorer 1.

Establishing a north-south fence of tracking stations, with all its engineering, operations,
and logistics problems was a formidable task. One difficult aspect of this job was the site
negotiations, site preparation and in general dealing with other countries in a venture which
was not obviously separated from military intrigue. The situation was particularly acute in
South American countries, where the sensitivity about U.S. bases peaked and where
communication and transportation facilities were primitive. Almost ten years would pass
before a totally different concept would be born which would help minimize our
dependence on foreign-based tracking facilities. This was the use of a satellite system in
geosynchronous orbit to provide NASA with a communication and tracking service. This
system would be known as the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).

While one of the desirable features of implementing a TDRSS system is to reduce the
problems in running a worldwide tracking network, it should be made clear that the
advancement of science for other peoples of the world by the implementation of Minitrack
was enormous. The citizens of major cities where a Minitrack station existed, like Quito,
Lima, and Santiago, could understand and participate in the space program as it was
developing in those early days. The policy of the U.S. was to help the local people become
trained and qualified to take over and operate their own stations, and, eventually they did
so.

The men of Minitrack were just beginning to think in terms of having an operational
network working at 108 MHz when Sputnik I was launched on October 4, 1957. The
weekend had begun for most, but that Friday night and part of Saturday found the NRL
people building antennas and modifying the RF systems to track Sputnik on a “surprise”



40 MHz frequency. In less than 24 hours, tracking data from the world’s first satellite were
being sent to the Vanguard Computing Center. Suddenly, awareness of Project Vanguard,
satellite tracking systems, and space-age terminology was everywhere.

One year later, on October 1, 1958, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) was formed by bringing together the existing National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.(NACA) Laboratories and transferring the NRL Vanguard team to be the
nucleus of a new Beltsville Space Center which in May, 1959, was renamed Goddard
Space Flight Center in honor of American rocket pioneer Robert H. Goddard. NASA was
formed to develop space exploration with a civilian approach and seek out the peaceful
uses of space.

During the 1958-1962 period several Minitrack sites were closed and several others were
established (see Table I). Stations in Alaska, Newfoundland, and England were added to
improve geographical coverage and to add a new support capability for tracking satellites
in polar orbits. Some electronics were added to increase reliability and ease operations
during this period, but basically the Minitrack was a stable system doing the job for which
it was designed. The Minitrack station included an Optical Tracking System which was
capable of tracking the larger satellites as well as providing a means of calibrating the
interferometer tracking systems.

The technology of both spacecrafts and sensors was very young during the latter part of
the 1950s. But the daring inventiveness of our scientists with a taste of what had been
done and what could come would not be held back. Later Explorers, the Echo series, and
Alouette I had orbital inclinations of up to 80E, requiring tracking facilities at higher
latitudes.  Explorers X and XII (1961) and Syncom I (1962) - the first in geosynchronous
orbit - were so far distant that angular tracking became inadequate for precision orbit
determination. The Goddard Range and Range Rate (GRARR) System implemented a
concept called side-tone ranging whereby the time of signal transit to and from the satellite
produces distance to the satellite, and Doppler measurements give range rate information.
The decision to add the GRARR capability enabled the tracking network to be ready for a
variety of space exploration missions requiring synchronous and high-eccentricity orbits.
Along with the geosynchronous orbit came the communications satellite and with that
came high-volume data transfer. The observatory class of satellites like OSO-I (1962) and
OGO-I (1964) ushered in the information explosion. The function of data acquisition
became primary with these more complex spacecraft. Meteorological satellite programs
like TIROS-I (1960) and Nimbus-I (1964) also required that large amounts of scientific
data be collected on the ground. This resulted in 26-meter telemetry reception antennas
installed in Alaska, Australia, and North Carolina. In addition, 14-meter antenna systems
were installed at these same sites as well as South Africa, California, Ecuador, Chile, and
the island of Madagascar. To assist in handling this volume of data being received at the



ground station by more and more satellites, each with more output, high capacity data links
were being implemented from the Network back to GSFC. Satellite Automatic Tracking
Antennas (SATAN) were being installed throughout the network along with high powered
transmitters to increase the up-link or command capability demanded by the ever
increasing complexity of the new spacecraft.

The Network changed significantly between 1962 and 1966. Minitrack was but one system
capability within a larger more sophisticated Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network (see Table I).

In summary, the Network was moving toward fewer but better-instrumented stations.
NASA was growing rapidly during the first half of the 1960s and with it the interest and
excitement of the people of the U.S. and the peoples around the world. Space funding
jumped from millions to billions and the demand on the tracking and data acquisition
equipment grew as investigations grew. The total worth of the STADAN facilities in 1966
was approximately 25 times that at the end of the IGY in 1958. Both the Minitrack and
STADA networks were doing their job.

MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK (MSFN)

In May of 1946, the Army Signal Corps sent a group of technical people headed by Ozro
M. Covington to a place called White Sands, New Mexico, to help the Ordinance Corps
build a rocket tracking range. This group at White Sands began developing technology and
personnel so necessary to the evolution of the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN)
more than a decade later. Two of the more important developments at White Sands was
the FPS-16 instrumentation radar and the Missile Instrumentation by Electronic Means
(MINSTREL) system. The MINSTREL system was a centralized real-time control center
which handled all the digital tracking and telemetry information.

Later in 1946, a group of engineers from Langley Aeronautics Laboratory, then part of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), relocated to the Air Force test
facility at Muroc, California, to work on developing tracking systems for high flying
aircraft. These aircraft appear much like satellites to tracking equipment, with similar
angular velocities. Because they were manned, they required many of the system
characteristics needed 15 years later on Mercury flights. Some of these aircraft (X-20 or
Dynasoar) had extended range, so any tracking technique employed would necessitate a
tracking range global in extent.

Two other pools of engineering talent in the tracking range business must be mentioned.
The Discover Network, Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the Department 



of Defense, and the Minitrack Network of the Naval Research Laboratory represented
engineering know-how that would be brought to bear on the man-in-space effort.

The different groups were working on their respective tasks at normal rates,
communicating with one another in a normal manner. Suddenly, on October 4, 1957, with
the Sputnik I launch by the Soviet Union, reasonable progress became too slow. In early
1958, the Director of NACA, Hugh Dryden, called together key people from industry and
government in the technical disciplines of ranges, launch, and tracking facilities to discuss
how the U.S might overtake the Soviet instant lead in space exploration. It was generally
agreed that a civilian space agency should be created. The desire to make this country’s
man-in-space program civilian in character was a big reason for the establishment of
NASA later that year (October 1958).

A concentrated source of personnel in this infant man-in-space tracking business was
located at Langley. A purely civilian program with scientific goals that the entire world
could share in was the winning combination. The Space Task Group (STG) was made
responsible at Langley for the man-in-space program and they in turn charged the Tracking
and Ground Instrumentation Unit (TAGIU) with the responsibility of building a global
tracking and data acquisition network.

Early in 1959, the major groundrules for the Mercury Network were established. An
Orbital inclination of 32.5E became firm. The Atlantic Missile Range would be utilized for
launch and recovery. The tracking network would be worldwide and operate in as near
real-time as communications technology would permit. Medical people insisted on
continuous voice contact with the astronauts, which ultimately was negotiated downward
to voice gaps no greater than 10 minutes. Flight controllers would be located at each site
because of the limitation of global communication systems. This groundrule was changed
during Gemini when increased communication bandwidths and improved reliability
permitted sufficient data to be sent back to the centralized control center at Cape
Canaveral. A very significant groundrule was that proven equipment would be employed
where possible. However, the Apollo network of about a decade later would be pressing
the state-of-the-art in display systems, data handling, high-bit-rate communication and
computerization, and real-time operations.

The TAGIU group asked the GSFC Minitrack group for help in the timing and computing
areas. Contracts were let to Ford, RCA, Space Electronics and MIT Lincoln Laboratories
for various tasks from helping to write detailed specifications to general consultation. The
building of the Mercury Network was an enormous task requiring the assistance of
government, the military, and industry working together as a team. The network (see
Figure I) became operational on June 1, 1961, ready for the first man-in-space launch
which occurred on February 20, 1962.



The early Mercury-Gemini sites utilized separate, individual systems to accomplish
individual tracking, command, and communications functions. Later the Apollo stations
were equipped with the Unified S-Band (USB) System which combined these three
functions. In addition, the lunar phases of the Apollo missions required techniques and
equipment exceeding the capability of those previously used in the Mercury Network. This
USB system, using only proven techniques and hardware, employed 26-meter and 9-meter
antenna systems. The more significant parts of the USB system were the range and range
rate equipment supplied by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory from their Deep Space Network,
and the antenna systems which were nearly identical to those used in the STADAN
network.

It is significant to note at this point the cooperation that existed between the groups of
people who shared expertise in this general satellite tracking and data acquisition area. At
the time the USB system was being procurred, Covington was deputy to Mengel, Assistant
Director for Tracking and Data Systems, GSFC. One of the key figures in the early man-
in-space effort and the author of Minitrack were in a “get-on-with-it” mode racing along
with the entire aerospace industry to reach the Moon. As the decade was closing, the
Apollo Network was ready (see Figure II).

Some general remarks can be made concerning how the MSFN evolved. Like STADAN,
the scientific network, the MSFN tended towards site consolidation with fewer, better-
instrumented primary sites handling the complete mission support. High redundancy and
frequent network exercises with simulations and non-Apollo targets were a big reasons for
the operational success of the MSFN. The late Jim Donegan’s Computation and Data Flow
Integrated Subsystem (CADFISS) tests were the first network exercises to be performed in
the MSFN, and proved highly successful. The Gemini Network was little changed from
Mercury. Apollo, on the other hand, required radical changes.

Some of the technical trends during this period were that analog gave way to digital
techniques. Mission control had been centralized, with the field stations acting as data
collection and relay points. 26-meter MSFN antennas had been located near the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory Deep Space Network sites, allowing joint use of these antennas.

In summary, the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo missions caused an era of scientific
exploration and discovery that simply staggers the imagination. “The sun literally smiled
on MA-9,” (ninth in the series of Mercury launches) wrote J. C. Jackson and Niles R.
Heller in Goddard’s report of network radio performance. “It (MA-9) was favored with
better than average radio frequency propagation conditions for the present phase of the
solar sunspot cycle”(4). It seems that while the MSFN was steeped in technical and
schedule related problems, there were other forces at work.



NASA COMMUNICATIONS (NASCOM)

Through the ages, communications have been the prologue of discovery.
Whether by feeble smoke signals or high-speed electronic signals,
communications have been essential in the exploration of new frontiers.
Today, these frontiers reach beyond our own planet. In fact, man’s
electronic signals are already preceding him to the Moon and to other
planets. Already, though the Space Age is in its infancy, man has made
remarkale strides in penetrating the atmosphere surrounding his planet -
even ventured into space. Scores of made-on-Earth objects have been
launched into space, many to roam the solar system forever. We stand now
on the threshold of a new era of discovery(5).

The genesis of the NASA Communications (NASCOM) Network can be traced to the
Naval Research Laboratory’s (NRL) participation in the International Geophysical Year
(IGY), 1957-1958. The project called Vanguard was to place into orbit and track the first
U.S artificial earth satellite, and collect data from on-board experiments. The Minitrack
Network was NRL’s answer to the spacecraft tracking and data acquisition problem and
consisted of tracking facilities in the U.S., South America, Australia, Union of South
Africa, and the British West Indies. Teletype circuits routed the data from this tracking
network to the Vanguard Control Center and the Vanguard Computation Center located in
Washington, DC.

Direct point-to-point teletypewriter leased circuits were orginally set up in 1957 via an
Army communication system to all sites except Australia, which was served by a military
torn-tape system. Direct teletypewriter circuits to the station in South Africa were
converted into a commercial circuit in 1959. The communications net, at this time called
“SPACECOMM”, was expanded to tie in various agencies cooperating in the space
adventure via leased commercial circuits. Communications evolved away from the military
toward leased common carrier facilities and resulted in worldwide communication systems
controlled by a manual torn-tape switching system located in the SPACECOMM
commcenter it Goddard. Communication circuits required by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory’s (JPL) Deep Space Network (DSN) in Australia and South Africa were being
integrated into the SPACECOMM on a time-shared basis. Minitrack facilities were co-
located with the DSN facilities in these two parts of the world.

In 1960, Project Mercury’s requirement for centralized communications control and
computation was being established at GSFC. The SPACECOMM was now upgraded to
include full period, common carrier leased, point-to-point teletypewriter circuits
connecting GSFC with all domestic and overseas remote sites, and with the Mercury
Control Center at Cape Canaveral. In the early 1960s, SPACECOMM had evolved into a



system wherein the global communication circuits fed into an automatic electromechanical
message switching center located at GSFC. Automatic switching points were also added at
London, Honolulu, and Adelaide, Australia. Project Mercury required voice circuits
(Minitrack did not) and so SPACECOMM was upgraded to include a Switching,
Conferencing, and Monitoring Arrangement (SCAMA) system to provide full period,
common carrier leased voice circuits through the Mercury Network.

Within NASA, three primary tracking and data acquisition networks were developed to
meet three unique sets of requirements: earth orbiting science (Minitrack), planetary
(DSN), and manned space missions (Mercury). As the space communications technology
evolved in the early 1960s, the increasing number of more complex spacecraft throughout
NASA placed a strain on the SPACECOMM in its attempt to meet all these requirements.
A need for unified communications management control was recognized by NASA
Headquarters, and in 1964 GSFC was given the task of providing the planning, budgeting,
design, implementation and maintenance of all equipment and resources to handle the
enormous data flow through NASA. This resulted in the NASCOM communication
network supporting all NASA with its operational communications needs. NASCOM also
became an arm of the National Communications System (NCS) which came into existence
as a result of the national communications problems surfaced by the cuban missile crisis.
Thus, NASCOM came into existence for reasons of economy, workload, and
responsiveness to project requirements, which all lead to network integrity.

Requirements for greater reliability and lower communications cost demanded that circuits
be shared among the three NASA networks. The cost per bit of data transmission by
NASCOM in 1980 has decreased to about 5% of the 1964 cost. The concept of a primary
switching center resulted, where circuit-sharing, and flexibility could be attained. This
allowed the total NASCOM communications resource to be available for use on any
mission.

Scientific missions in the 1950s did not require sending the data back in real time as
Project Mercury did. Hence Minitrack telemetry data were recorded on magnetic tape and
mailed back to NRL, and teletype circuits were fast enough to send back the tracking data
to the Vanguard Computing Center. Project Mercury was the pacing force for the great
expansion in the SPACECOMM and later NASCOM network. Voice circuits were
required to enable Mercury Control Center personnel to talk with the astronauts. High
speed data and later wideband real-time communications were required to enable control
center personnel to monitor the astronaut’s health. Quick trajectory computation for go/no-
go decisions required high speed circuits between Bermuda, Cape Canaveral, and GSFC.



Some of the basic decisions that were made in the early Mercury days that affected the
evolution of NASCOM were:

(1) There would be a Mission Control Center at Cape Canaveral (moved to Houston for
Gemini),

(2) Mercury computers were to be located at GSFC and would require a high-volume
circuit between GSFC and the Cape,

(3) All station data was to come to GSFC,

(4) Overseas switching subcenters and relay points would exist to pass data from the
overseas stations through the limited number of transoceanic cables,

(5) Reliability would require a high degree of flexibility in the system, enabling it to
bypass around a circuit failure with another alternate or diverse route.

In the early 1960s, Mercury predominated in shaping the NASCOM. But by 1963,
scientific and applications satellites were becoming more sophisticated and more
susceptible to operational control from the ground. Real-time control of scientific
spacecraft became more than just desirable, and the requirement to handle higher bit rates
more and more evident. The ground communication requirements of manned and
unmanned spacecraft were beginning to converge. Long-haul, wideband data systems were
installed and implemented between GSFC and the STADAN facility in Alaska and North
Carolina. All through the 1960s, there was a constant upgrading of NASCOM to meet
Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, and the scientific satellite programs. Wider-band circuits, more
real-time, more flexible and reliable circuits were added to the constantly growing
NASCOM.

For the Apollo mission, the most significant addition to NASCOM was the communication
satellite transmission medium. Syncoms 2 and 3 were used during Gemini on an
experimental basis to prove the use of communication satellites for real-time missions. An
agreement (1965) between NASA and the Communications Satellite Corporation
(COMSAT) was made for Comsat to launch three synchronous communication satellites
and to provide earth stations to support the Apollo missions. The last two went into orbit
and supported selected overseas tracking stations as well as three Apollo Tracking Ships.
They later began handling commercial traffic.

The NASCOM was further upgraded with high speed data terminals at various locations in
1967. At this same time an automatic data switching system was installed to provide
automatic message switching for high-speed digital data. In 1968, the NASCOM



completed a 2400 bit per second data transmission capability for the MSFN and began
testing circuits at the 4800 and 9600 bits per second rates. NASCOM retired RF links and
substituted the more reliable submarine cables for data, voice, and teletype
communications to South Africa, Ascension, and the Canary Islands (1969). A 48 KHz
channel between GSFC and the Madrid Switching Center was established, as well as a 50
KBS wideband link between Houston and GSFC. By 1971 most of the MSFN tracking
facilities had 7200 BPS transmission capability.

A more recent communictions advance in NASCOM is a leased network of dedicated
domestic satellite earth stations at GSFC, White Sands and Hawaii with services
configured in a redundant broadcast configuration equipped with a special
Multiplexer/Demultiplexer (MDM) Data System being built at this present time. This
system will have data terminals at GSFC, White Sands, and Houston and will become the
backbone for providing TDRSS data services among these three locations. RCA Amercian
Communication, Inc., has been awarded a contract to provide a 50 MBS data service from
the White Sands NASA ground terminal to GSFC and to Houston. The service will use a
dedicated full satellite transponder in RCA’s domestic satellite system and existing earth
stations, and will provide either 50 MBS, 4.2 MHz analog data or television services on a
switchable basis.

In summary, NASCOM began by supporting the three NASA networks separately. These
efforts were combined in 1964 into a single, more flexible, reliable, and economic
network. The growth and evolution of NASCOM has been toward wider bandwidth
circuits, operating over larger geographical areas and more nearly in real-time, with
increasing circuit reliability, availability, and data quality. NASCOM moved toward digital
communications and computer switching controls both here at GSFC and at the overseas
switching centers. Finally, NASCOM (see Figure III) aided industry in developing the use
of long lines and communication satellites for wideband data transmission.

SPACE TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK (STDN)

The STDN is operated and managed by the Networks Directorate of GSFC. Overall
management responsibility for tracking and data acquisition matters resides within the
Office of Space Tracking and Data Systems, NASA Headquarters.

The STDN came into existence with the organizational and physical merging of the
STADAN (scientific) and MSFN (man-in-space) networks. Administratively this coming
together was done at a stroke of a pen (1971); operationally the merging took place over a
period of several years. Figure IV is the STDN as it existed in 1973.



Perhaps the most publicized mission tracking support in recent years (Figure V shows the
1978 STDN was the support given by the STDN for skylab’s reentry on July 11, 1979.
This concluded a year and a half of reentry activity support started when NASA began
efforts to control the Skylab by placing it into a minimum drag attitude to extend its
lifetime. Five STDN sites and NASCOM provided command and telemetry support from
reactivation through reentry.

In summary, the basic high data rate, real-time control system characteristics of the MSFN
had been retained with the merger of the STADAN and MSFN networks during the 1970s.
These characteristics matched well with the progressively more complex unmanned
scientific and applications satellite requirements for operations control, high data rates and
the higher (S-Band) operating frequencies. Examples of these new satellites are Earth
Resource Technology Satllites and the High Energy Astronomy Observers. The next major
transistion for STDN is the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System. Table II is a quick
review of the funding of the tracking and data acquisition networks.

CONCLUSION

The tracking and data acquisition technology advancement began to really accelerate
through the efforts of men and tools starting shortly after World War II. Progress came
with the German’s V-2 rockets and the high speed research aircraft, Minitrack and later
STADAN networks, man-in-space MSFN Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo networks, the
merging of these capabilities into today’s STDN, and the everpresent NASCOM unlocking
the doors to advancement.

This progression has provided tracking to determine the position and trajectory of vehicles
in space, acquisition of scientific data from onboard experiments, acquisition of
engineering data on the performance of spacecraft and launch vehicle systems,
transmission of commands from ground stations to spacecraft, communication with
astronauts and acquisition of biomedical data on their physical condition, and a variety of
other duties related to central control facilities and data processing facilities. In 1974, the
Congress was reviewing NASA’s total Tracking and Data Acquisition Program. One
member of that Congressional Committee commented on the contributions and successes
of the network personnel when he said “They are the unsung heroes of the space
program”(6).
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A. Catanzariti (GSFC) R. Owen (GSFC)
A. Dannessa (GSFC) L. Saegesser (NASA Hdq)
W. Dickenson (GSFC) H. Schultz (NASA Hdq)
M. Fitzmaurice (GSFC) J. Mansberg (GSFC)
R. Hibbs (GSFC)

Whenever I became aware of my deadline, I would quickly pick up my Corliss History and
would be gratified to find facts and interrelationships that would carry me on. Bob Tanner
took my words and thoughts and rearranged them, performing the magic we have long
associated with his editorial skills. My secretary, Emma Thomas, typed this paper and
made sure that I met the deadline.
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The STDN is the focal point for all NASA tracking and data acquisition operations not
associated with the JPL’s Deep Space Network. The STDN is responsible for providing a
communications link beween a spacecraft and its associated control center and
experimenters. This total communications link (with NASCOM) supports the transfer of
required commands and spacecraft data between ground points and the spacecraft in a
reliable, reactive manner.

During the 1970s, most of the STDN tracking facilities were fixed land sites. However,
tracking ships have been used to give special support such as orbit-insertion and re-entry
for the manned missions. The ship’s precision navigation system provided a continuous
measure of the ship’s position and other navigation data required to permit accurate
spacecraft tracking. Apollo Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA), operated for NASA
by the Air Force, were a part of the Apollo support and later a part of STDN supporting
SKYLAB, Apollo-Soyuz, and a variety of scientific missions.

Portable land stations are a part of the STDN supporting both manned and scientific
missions. They give specific support such as the existing Ponce de Leon facility which will
provide communications to the Shuttle during powered flight.

In staying abreast of the racing technology, STDN used a standardized data handling
system to aid the NASCOM function of efficiently transferring data from the site to GSFC
via first 1200 and then 4800 bit data blocks. Increased command and telemetry functions
have necessitated the use of small computer systems on site. The STDN has had to move
to higher frequencies to accommodate the greater volumes of data produced by the newer
spacecraft.

A concept was developed and a feasibility study started (1966) for the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) to become operational sometime in 1983. This TDRSS
system will consist of two geostationary relay satellites 130 degrees apart in longitude, and
a ground terminal located at White Sands, New Mexico. The system will also include two
spare satellites, one in orbit and one ready to be launched. The purpose of the TDRSS
system is to provide telecommunication services between low earth-orbiting user
spacecraft as well as user control and/or data processing facilities. A real-time, bent-pipe
concept is used in the operation of TDRSS telecommunication services. This concept
provides no processing of user data. The system will be capable of transmitting data to,
receiving data from, or tracking user spacecraft over a large percentage (85%) of the user
orbit utilizing S-Band and Ku-Band frequencies.

To satisfy the metric tracking data accuracy requirements with the TDRSS, it is required to
place bilateration ranging transponders at selected ground locations and perform ranging
measurements to the TDRSS. Preferred locations for these transponders are north central



Australia, American Samoa, White Sands, and Ascension Island. These transponders are
being built at this time.

A new and innovative way of tracking satellites to a greater accuracy is by means of the
laser. Shortly after the discovery of the laser in the early 1960s, GSFC began looking at
the application of this device for precision orbit and gravity-field determination. The first
Laser Ranging System was built at GSFC and started collecting data from Explorer 22 in
1964. Research laser systems has been a steady companion with the engineering and
operations of the laser systems at GSFC. The present Laser Network consists of one laser
system located permanently at GSFC and eight mobile laser (MOBLAS) ranging systems
to be deployed around the world as required. During the last 14 years, the Laser Network
has supported four Explorers, four French satellites, NTS-1 and II, GEOS III, LAGEOS,
and Seasat A.

The capability for measuring distances from the satellite to the ground with an accuracy of
only a few centimeters has excited several communities of researchers. One of the more
exciting studies is the measurement of tectonic-plate motions. These motions are in the
measurable range of from 1 to 10 centimeters per year with respect to one another. The
San Andreas Fault Experiment (SAFE) measures the separation rates between the Pacific
and Atlantic Plates which is believed to be correlated to earthquake occurences. MOBLAS
systems are located in Australia, American Samoa, and Kwajalein Atoll to support the
Crustal Dynamics Program which is involved in the study of global earth structure and
dynamics, crustal deformation modelling, and geopotential fields.

There are plans in the formative stage for a Shuttle-Based Laser Ranging System which
would transmit laser pulses to several hundred passive ground based targets located at all
points of interest. The Shuttle laser system would receive the returned reflected pulses
from the various targets to define the Shuttle orbit in real time, and by using trilateration, to
measure the relative positions of the ground targets.



TABLE I

MINITRACK AND STADAN TRACKING STATIONS

MINITRACK STADAN
      1957     1967

Antique, British West Indies x(1961)*
Antofagasta, Chile x(1963)
Blossom Point, Maryland x(1966)
Fort Stewart, Georgia x(1959)
Grand Turk, British West Indies x(1960)
Havana, Cuba x(1959)
Lima, Peru x x(1969)
Quito, Ecuador x x
San Diego, California x(1960)
Santiago, Chile x x
Woomera, Australia x(1966)
Fairbanks, Alaska x
Carnarvon, Australia x(1974)
Darwin, Australia x(1969)
Fort Myers, Florida x(1972)
Goddard (NTTF) x
Johannesburg, South Africa x(1975)
Kauai, Hawaii x
Mojave, California x
Orroral Valley, Australia x
Rosman, North Carolina x
Saint Johns, Newfoundland x(1970)
Tananarive, Malagasy Republic x(1975)
Toowoomba, Australia x(1969)
Winkfield, England x

The date included in parenthesis is the date the station closed.



TABLE II

Operations and Equipment
Funding (millions)

1955 - 1980

STADAN MSFN
OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT CUMMULATIVE

FY61(and prior) 17 18 0.3 53 88
62 10 12 16 12 50
63 12 18 16 30 76
64 23 23 18 207 271
65 25 19 23 116 183
66 28 16 3B 61 143
67 36 13 68 31 148
68 42 10 72 23 147
69 44 10 81 9 144
70 44 10 77 11 142
71 45 23 68 13 149

STDN
OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT

72 96 32 128
73 go 19 109
74 80 17 97
75 79 21 100
76 75 18 93
77 84 16 100
78 96 14 110
79 103 11 114
80 104 15 119








